It is shown that the usual quantum field theoretical argument for the vanishing of the commutator (VC) for spacelike separated fields implying causality is not tenable. For VC to be tenable negative energy antiparticles traveling forward in time must exist and negative energy particles traveling backward in time are not allowed. Hence VC denies the existence of positive energy antiparticles.
For as long as quantum field theory has been our current theory governing fundamental physics, it has been accepted without question that causality has been proven by the vanishing of the field commutator (VC) whenever the field operators are spacelike separated. In standard notation where x and y each represent a spacetime four-vector and, as usual, bold letters stand for three-vectors, the fields are spacelike separated if (x -y) 2 < 0, where (x -y) 2 = (x 0 -y 0 ) 2 -(x -y) 2 .
Given the complex scalar (spin zero) fields, φ(x) and φ † (y), the quantum field theory commutator expressed by <0│[φ(x), φ † (y)]│0> can be given in terms of field propagators. In what follows I shall be concerned with two directions of time and will introduce arrows to indicate in which direction I take time to be -flowing.‖ I shall also be interested in the sign of the energy, i.e.
whether we are looking at propagators with positive or negative energy.
Usually the commutators are expressed as fundamental concepts and the propagators later are shown to be equal to them-every propagator can be shown to be equal to i times an appropriate commutator. The question then becomes one of historical significance. Since one usually begins with classical quantum physics wherein [x , p]=i connotes the usual commutation relation between position and momentum, the canonical derivation uses 2 nd quantization and promotes the quantum wave functions to field operators. While this is certainly logical it will turn out that it leads to an inconsistency when one compares appropriate commutators and
propagators. This fact is often overlooked in textbooks and treatises of quantum field theory. 1 The oversight may simply be due to the historic fact that commutators were taken as fundamental in the definitions of quantum fields while propagators were seen as secondary , p, and E p = + .
Commutators
It follows from eqns. (1) through (10) that the only possible non-zero commutation relations for time running forward, ↑, or backward, ↓, are:
In the above equations (12) through (15) and for the remainder of the paper, I have substituted the variable t= In each case we are commuting a positive energy field operator with a negative energy field operator. All other commutators of field operators specified by (1) through (8) vanish because of (10) and will be of no concern here since, as we will see, a commutator of field operators equals some form of propagator; consequently the vanishing of any commutation of fields means there is no propagator for the process possible. This statement is then taken to mean that there can be no effect produced at one spacetime point, x, due to a measurement of a field operator at another spacetime point, y. In fact, it is this argument that has led to one accepting that when (x -y) 2 < 0 there can be no propagation to a spacetime point x outside the light cone of spacetime point y and vice versa; hence no violation of causality can occur.
In the usual theory one then constructs the following superpositions of field operators where ↕ means all fields up or down but no mixing of up and down:
The superscripts + and -also refer to particle numbering. The field operator can be seen to be a superposition of momentum space integrals over annihilation operators, ( p ) destroying positive energy particles of momentum p and creation operators ( ) making negative energy antiparticles with the same momentum p, while superposes and integrates over annihilation operators ( ) destroying positive energy antiparticles of momentum p and creation operators ( ) producing negative energy particles of the same momentum p.
Hence the field stands for the process whereby the field loses a particle and gains an antiparticle with no net change in energy and thus loses a net charge (annihilation field) and stands for the opposite process whereby the field suffers no net change in energy, loses an antiparticle, gains a particle and thus gains a net charge (creation process). If you consider that antiparticles have the opposite charge of particles you can see that these fields complement each other and also see that indeed they are Hermitian conjugates of each other.
One should notice that the direction of time is immaterial here but will become of interest in what follows. Down arrow propagation works just as well as up arrow propagation. However you can't superimpose or mix a down arrow field and an up arrow field.
Consequently, it is easy to show from (11) through (15) that:
Feynman propagators
It is useful to introduce the quantum field theoretical Feynman propagators for these fields. I see these propagators as being more fundamental than the fields themselves. What should be obvious is that no mention of the fields is even necessary and no mention of antiparticles is necessary either, although this last consideration may seem less obvious.
Feynman's propagator approach is therefore, I believe, superior to the commutation of fields approach for this reason: Feynman derives antiparticles from the particle propagators. Whereas in the field commutation derivation, antiparticles must be postulated and then accepted. 
where the sub-propagator is given by,
The subscript α depends on where we place the iε in the integrand poles. As is easy to see the integrand has two poles in the energy plane at thus allowing four possible pole placements depending on the signs in front of and . In computing α , as is usual, one performs the integration and then lets ε → 0. Depending on the placement of the poles with finite ε we find four possible sub-propagators in the limit ε → 0 given quite simply, again using t = (x 0 -y 0 ):
For simplicity in (18) 
Pole pushing and Papping
On the other hand, if one pushes both poles into the negative imaginary (lower) half plane, and considers t = (x 0 -y 0 ) > 0, simply by closing the path of integration in the lower half plane and thus enclosing both ( -) and ( ) poles, one calculates the retarded subpropagator, ret given by:
I call this calculating the propagator with parallel pole placement in the lower half plane ,
PaP. If on the other hand, one pushes both poles into the positive imaginary (upper) half plane with t = (x 0 -y 0 ) < 0, by closing the path of integration in the upper half plane thus enclosing both ( ) and ( ) poles one gets the advanced sub-propagator, adv given by: 
Relation of commutators with propagators
One can also easily calculate all of the Feynman propagators G fl , G fu , the anti-Feynman propagators, G fl , G fu , and the retarded and advanced propagators G ret , G adv , from the commutation relations (11) through (15) and (17). We find:
.
The usual reason people use (30) and (31) as proof of causality when (x -y) 2 < 0, is that both G ret and G adv vanish, i.e., <0│[ (x), (y)]│0> = 0. This is easy to see using PaP. You can see that ret and adv both vanish because you can Lorentz transform the spacelike interval coming from fu contributing to the propagator, G adv regardless of the sign of (x -y) 2 .
Hence using the commutator (30) or PaP , which amounts to the same argument, to get 
Feynman's reason for antiparticles-they DiP
Using just the propagators G fl and G fu Feynman derived antiparticles in a concise manner simply by considering the fact that neither propagator vanishes outside the lightcone. Referring to the spacetime region outside the lightcone as the elsewhere or referring to spacelike events, wherein (x -y) 2 < 0, one finds that such propagation between events x and y can be viewed in opposite time order. Let us refer to the event y as the creation of a positive energy particle with a charge of +1 and event x as the annihilation of the same particle as witnessed by observer one. -one man's virtual particle is another man's virtual antiparticle.‖ Once we accept that elsewhere propagation must occur we can reason appropriately using only propagators G fl to describe particles and G fu to describe antiparticles even when the propagation is contained within the lightcone of either particle or antiparticle. In brief, the Feynman prescription is universal-we need not only consider elsewhere propagation. There is no need to invoke the anti-Feynman propagators G fl and G fu. Using them introduces an inconsistency, e.g., G fl indicates a negative energy particle traveling forward in time, G fu indicates a positive energy particle traveling backward in time, and each is computed from the commutator of the antiparticle creation operator b p † and destruction operator b p as shown in (12) . In the Feynman scheme there is no need to include the creation b p † and destruction b p operators.
Counter arguments
One can object to my conclusion based on various historical and accepted field theoretical grounds. Let me consider a few. On p. 7 of -The Conceptual Basis Of Quantum Field
Theory‖ by Gerard ‗t Hooft where in describing the use of the Green's function for calculating propagators, he says: -Our choice can be indicated by shifting the pole by an infinitesimal imaginary number, after which we choose the contour C to be along the real axis of all integrands.‖ Then he says that this prescription results in causality. 8 One also needs to consider that the propagators are equal to the commutators (multiplied by i).
One can also examine the question of the spin-statistics connection 12 
Conclusion
If you insist on VC as proof of causality, whereby nothing propagates into the elsewhere when (x -y) 2 < 0, you then must also insist that antimatter cannot exist and particles going forward in time must have both positive and negative energies. 15 This conclusion runs counter to the usual 2 nd quantization method of quantum field theory. That is my point-the two are not consistent. Since you can't have it both ways (PaP and DiP) and since we don't have negative energy particles going forward in time and we do have antiparticles (negative energy particles going backward in time 16 ), you must only use DiP consistently. Thus the usual VC for spacelike separated fields cannot be used even though it is mathematically true. Simply put, VC gives G ret or G adv constructed from anti-Feynman propagators which are invalid in quantum field theory.
G ret implies negative energy particles traveling forward in time and G adv implies positive energy particles traveling backward in time resulting in an unstable universe without the appearance of antiparticles (negative energy particles traveling backward in time). It appears that one must give up causality to gain antimatter and a stable universe. 
